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2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANAIMP151 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! Although the SAP C_HANAIMP151 dumps are very popular, GreatExam offers a wide range of SAP
C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps and will continue to release new study guide to meet the rapidly increasing demand of the IT
industry. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the
article!!!) QUESTION 131You want to restrict access to SAP HANA information models based on user groups. The models are
accessed through an SAP BusinessObjects report.In which of the following can you implement these restrictions? A. The schema
mappingB. The restricted measuresC. The analytic privilegesD. The universeAnswer: CD QUESTION 132You need to run a
Web Intelligence report that requires data from SAP HANA filtered for a specific year based on ad hoc user input.For best
performance, how would you achieve this? A. Use a pre-defined prompt based on a self-join in the business layer.B. Use input
from a Web Intelligence report passed to a variable in an information model.C. Use a dynamic transformation rule during data
provisioning.D. Use a prompt in the query of the Web Intelligence report. Answer: B QUESTION 133You want to retrieve data
from SAP HANA and restrict access to certain data columns for specific user groups. Where can you implement this? A. In the
analytic privilegesB. In the data foundationC. In the business layerD. In the SQL privileges Answer: C QUESTION 134In
which View, client queries can be less optimized and could significantly be slower compare to other models A. AnalyticB.
AttributeC. Calculation (SQL)D. Calculation (CE Functions) Answer: C QUESTION 135How can you improve the performance
of an information model? A. Use generated columns.B. Use analytic views wherever possible.C. Use indexes on all measures.
D. Use attribute views wherever possible.E. Use constraint filters. Answer: ABE QUESTION 136You want to design a model in
SAP HANA. Which of the following modeling constructs do you use to create an analytic view? A. Join typesB. Attribute views
C. User privilegesD. TablesE. Analytic views Answer: ABD QUESTION 137For which SAP HANA data types is a
FULLTEXT index created automatically during table creation? A. TEXTB. SHORTTEXTC. VARCHARD. NCLOB
Answer: AB QUESTION 138You want to broadcast reports that use data from SAP HANA. Which SAP BusinessObjects tool do
you use? A. Analysis, edition for OLAPB. DashboardsC. Crystal ReportsD. Explorer Answer: C QUESTION 139Which CE
function do you use to implement an inner join between two tables on a list of join attributes? A. CE_COLUMN_TABLEB.
CE_JOIN_VIEWC. CE_OLAP_VIEWD. CE_JOIN Answer: D QUESTION 140You want to add a column to a calculation view
that displays the year-to-date revenue of the current fiscal year.How can you achieve this? A. Use a calculated attribute.B. Use a
calculated measure.C. Use a variable.D. Use a CE function. Answer: BD GreatExam offers the latest SAP C_HANAIMP151
dumps and a good range of SAP Certification C_HANAIMP151 answers. Most of our SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps are
exclusively prepared by the best brains and highly skilled professionals from the IT domain to ensure 100% pass in your SAP
C_HANAIMP151 Exam. 2016 SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps (All 308 Q&As) from GreatExam:
http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanaimp151-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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